《The Mysterious CEO》
194 Not Kill any more!
When Liu Juan left from her room, she saw that all the hospital staff was going
upstairs in a queue while the bulky men were guiding them. Liu Juan didn't understand
what was going on, but Xin Chao understood very well.
It was the end of them!
"You can stop here and go, join the rest of the hospital staff." Xin Chao said to the
nurse while he took the push handle of the wheelchair.
"Yes!" The nurse happily said and left as she felt that now she would be leaving with
the rest of the hospital staff for her home.
However, that was not the case!
Liu Juan felt something strange was going on but she ignored it as she wasn't
interested in them. She just wanted the man to fulfill his promise and help her to find
her big sister.
Xin Chao pushed Liu Juan inside the room.
As soon as they entered, they were welcomed with the sight of the dead body of the
doctor, which was lying on the floor while blood was following out from his head.

Seriously, the man had shot a bullet into the doctor's head!

Liu Juan was shocked. How could the man kill the doctor? This doctor saved him and
in return, he had killed them. Then what was the man going to do with her? Would he
kill her as well? Then what about his promise?
Liu Juan was shocked and was thinking about whether she had trusted the wrong
person again.
However, there was no expression on her face as he was not the first person that had
tricked her. He wanted to kill her, he could do so for all she cared. She even planned to
end her life anyway. However, there was only one regret that she wasn't able to save

her big sister.
Whereas, there was also one person who was unhappy as well.
"Boss… how can you kill him? You don't know…how much I wanted to kill him and
yet, you have killed him without letting me satisfy my hunger. That so...unfair." Xin
Chao unhappily pouted.
"I heard that you have lost your leg, I feel sorry for that!" The man ignored Xin Chao's
unhappiness and said to Liu Juan.
"Will you kill me as well?" Liu Juan asked. Although, she knew that he would, still,
she wanted to ask.
"You want me to?" The man asked back.
"Yes, but I hope you will fulfill your promise first!"
Xin Chao was startled for a moment and even forgot about his complaint when he
heard Liu Juan. It was the first time in his life, someone had asked for them to kill
them. Whereas, the man wasn't shocked. He had already expected that when he heard
that Liu Juan had lost her right leg.
"Unfortunately, I won't kill you!" The man said as he had already changed his mind.
Since he saw that Liu Juan wasn't scared of death now, so now it meant she was now
useful for him. As far as her trusting flaw on people easily would be erased when she
got to know what her big sister had done.
It would be very interesting to see her reaction to the utter betrayal that was created
solely from the hatred of the sister who she so cherished!
"Let's finish the work as soon as possible and leave this place!" The man ordered Xin
Chao.
Finish the work meant to kill all of the hospital staff.
"Yes, Boss!" Xin Chao said and left the room to finish the work.
Soon after the man and his men with Liu Juan left the place.
Liu Juan didn't know where they were going and she wasn't interested in it as well as
the fact that there was no hope left in her life. It would be good enough if this man
helped her to save his big sister and she didn't want anything else.

However, this time did she really not want anything?
Time would tell…
***
The place Liu Juan had come to was very different from Bo Xiao's villa. However, the
rule was exactly the same. Everyone woke up at 4 AM for training and everyone used
their time either in training or in work. No one here wasted a single breath of theirs.
Moreover, many of the manpower that was used was killed in that attack so many new
men had joined here and started their training.
Liu Juan wanted the man to find her big sister as soon as possible but they stopped her
by telling her that the man needed to recuperate first. Nevertheless, she reluctantly
waited.
However, two months had passed and that man didn't show up!
Now Liu Juan was getting impatient also. She asked daily about the man but the
answer she got every day was the same 'The boss is recuperating. He will come to
meet you once he recovers.'
However now she couldn't wait anymore but what could she do? She couldn't walk
now and no one came into her room except to give her food and help her to wash up.
Liu Juan was feeling very helpless and because of that she also felt frustrated as well.
She clenched the paper in her hand in frustration. At that moment, an idea popped up
in her mind.
…
Outside the room in the villa…
Some men were doing things that seemed to be work-related to the maintenance of the
villa while other men, especially the new ones were training themselves.
All of sudden….
'Ting… Ting…'
'Ting… Ting…'
'Ting… Ting…'

An alarm for the fire alert sounded in the entire villa and sent all the men into a panic
state as it was daytime and the enemy must be audacious that he was attacking them
now.
However, who could be the enemy this time?
All the men left their work and took out their guns and ran to their boss' room as it was
a rule to protect their boss first.

